FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
HandiGuru is the New “Can’t Leave Home Without It” Summer Trip Essential, Offering
Worry-Free Protection No Matter Where the Road Leads
The next best thing to running water, this comfortable, medical grade, refillable, silicone
wristband offers on-the-go protection while eliminating that last-minute, get-out-the-door
scramble
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. –No summer road trip, camping excursion, or travel adventure
packing list is complete without HandiGuru - wearable protection from germs, sun, and other
outdoor elements, now available in Australia and South Africa. Developed by Santa Barbarabased artist and innovator Benjamin Anderson, HandiGuru is a lightweight, 15ml refillable
silicone wristband designed to carry a variety of gels and lotions for easy, on-the-go access.
Replacing bulky bottles that can leak or get lost at the bottom of a backpack or
purse, HandiGuru wears comfortably like a watch and features FDA-approved, recyclable
silicone perfect for storing hand sanitizer, bug repellent, sunscreen, and more. Now, families
and individuals can focus on making memories with the peace of mind that comes from
always having germ protection close at hand.
“These days, you can’t leave the house without a mask or hand sanitizer to help safeguard
yourself and your community,” explains Anderson. “HandiGuru eliminates that last-minute
scramble to find essential germ protection before heading out the door. The refillable
wristband is right at your fingertips and ready to use.”
Planning a camping trip and unsure about nearby water resources to keep hands clean?
Concerned about maintaining safety during air travel? HandiGuru is the ideal alternative to
running water and features a 15ml reservoir that adheres to TSA standards. Designed to wear
comfortably like a watch and easily adjustable for kids and adults alike, each one-size-fits-all
silicone wristband provides worry-free protection no matter where the road leads. To use,
load any gel or lotion into HandiGuru’s self-sealing compartment with the help of the
applicator bottle (included with purchase). When it’s time to reapply, simply squeeze the
silicone band to release the desired amount of product - no mess, no hassle, no worries.
Restore a sense of calm with HandiGuru providing advanced, wearable protection from the
outdoor elements. Refillable wristband kit (just $14.95) includes a one-size-fits-all silicone
wristband (15ml) and a BPA-free squeeze bottle, complete with a BPA-free applicator tip for
easy refills. Stock up on protection for the entire family at HandiGuru.com and
follow @HandiGuru on Instagram for updates, how-to videos, and more.
###

About HandiGuru:
HandiGuru was developed by Benjamin Anderson, a Santa Barbara-based professional artist
of 20 years (www.benjaminanderson.com) with an innate creative spirit. Tired of carrying
around bottles of gels and lotions during excursions away from home, Anderson created
HandiGuru to help protect his family and community by keeping essential liquids like hand
sanitizer, sunscreen, and bug repellent close at hand. Each kit (just $14.95) includes a fully
recyclable, one-size-fits-all silicone wristband (20ml) and a BPA-free squeeze bottle,
complete with a BPA-free applicator tip for easy refills. Stock up on protection for the entire
family at HandiGuru.com and follow on Instagram @HandiGuru for updates, how-to videos,
and more. Coming soon: HandiGuru bulk sanitizer, sunscreen, and bug repellent. HandiGuru:
Protect your Om when you leave home.

